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Samundra Spirit is a quarterly in-house 
magazine produced by Samundra Institute 
of Maritime Studies (SIMS) for private 
circulation.

Our Editorial Team wants to hear from you!

If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or 
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at: 
samundraspirit@samundra.com

*Please note we reserve the right to publish 
your letters/articles or an edited version of it 
in all print & electronic media.

Editorial Note
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We wish all our readers a very happy, peaceful and memorable new year!

On completion of seven years with this issue, Samundra Spirit continues to soar high in 
spirit. Our sincere gratitude to the readers who kept us motivated and provided good enough 
reason for us to persist and bring out each issue for all these seven years!

The current issue is yet another representation of collective thinking and writings skills of 
faculty members, superintendents and cadets both novice and veterans who brought in their 
perspectives and original thinking from their various personal experiences. 

A number of technical articles once again display the technical strength of the SIMS faculty as 
well as our superintendents lucidly explaining intricate technical issues for the understanding 
of a non-technical person or a cadet. Be it about Diesel Oil Purifier, Stellite Welding Process 
or Underwater Hull Maintenance, they have done good justice to their topics. Articles from 
our veteran master mariners on ”Quest for Megaships with Reduced Manpower “and “Winter 
Storms in Temperate Latitude” would expose the readers to other aspects of the shipping that 
normally remain at the exclusive domain of the experts. 

While Cadet Divyanshu Pandey pens his Sailor Song, we are happy to bring out an article on 
Leadership at Sea based on a presentation by (Rtd) Vice Admiral S.S. Bangara of the Indian 
Navy to the ESM Officers at Lonavala in November last year. 

The R&D team of SIMS is ever enthusiastic and active and we are always proud to present 
their brilliant findings and developments through this magazine. Their report on the new 
software brings in a very practical application to the ESM fleet of vessels and hugely 
appreciated by the technical team.

Safety and protection to the environment remain the corner stone of SIMS & ESM’s existence 
and we never forget to bring in articles emphasizing them in our daily life and business.  
“Near miss at Barranquilla” and the Risk management take us through that path of safety 
awareness. In fact, the article from Capt. Arun Sundaram aptly describes the efforts and 
pledge by ESM towards protecting and safeguarding the environment and to support and 
promote clean and green shipping.

We do hope the first issue of the year 2015 will make an interesting reading for you all and 
look forward to be there with the next issue in April,

Wishing you all a very safe and enjoyable new year,
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An excerpt from Yahoo CEO Marissa Mayer’s commencement speech at Illinois Institute of Technology (IIT), 
delivered on May 16, 2009 

- Marissa Mayer

Facilitating Innovation and Creativity 
with Information

Passion is an amazing, neutralizing force. By being comfortable in your environment, you’re freed 
of your insecurities and the things that hold you back, but don’t need to. Find places where you’re 
comfortable. My last piece of advice isn’t about helping you find things, but rather how you can help 
others find things.

It’s also an observation on how the world and companies are changing in the information age, and 
how best to facilitate innovation and creativity. My advice?

Be an information fountain. Information used to be scarce and expensive, and power came through 
hoarding it and brokering it. Today it’s just the opposite. Power comes from sharing information. Tell 
everyone everything. The more valuable, the better. Sharing leads to connections, connections lead 
to collaboration, collaboration leads to creativity and innovation.

Creativity and innovation are what change the world. Lack of sharing can kill innovation in big 
companies where divisions turned into information fortresses. They compete with each other and 
end up guarding information from each other, as zealously as they do from competitors. Everyone 
loses as a result. Help others find their way by sharing information and ideas you have.

In conclusion, we live in a world with perhaps entirely too much information, opportunity, and choice. 
And in that world, finding the right piece of the puzzle becomes increasingly hard and increasingly 
important. I wish I could make finding passion, courage, smart allies, or places of comfort as easy as 
a Google search.

I can’t.

But that said, I’m very optimistic that all of you will find your courage, your voice, and your role in 
changing the world we live in for that better. Thank you and good luck.
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Capt. Arun Sundaram
Director, Operations
ESM, Singapore

“As a responsible member of the 
international maritime community, we 
pledge to support and promote clean and 
green shipping in Singapore. 

We call upon the maritime community to 
join us in protecting and safeguarding our 
environment.”

This is the pledge that Executive Ship 
Management and  29 other maritime 
organisations under the Maritime and Port 
Authority of Singapore signed in order to 
encourage the initiative for adoption of 
sustainable and green shipping on 25th 
November, 2014.

Singapore is an island state of just about 715 
square kilometres, with current inhabitants’ 
count of some 5.3 million people. With its 
vantage location, it is also one of the busiest 
ports, third largest oil refining centre and one 
of the top 10 ship registries in the world. 

To better prepare for the challenges ahead 
and to encourage the adoption of sustainable 
initiatives within the maritime community, the 
Maritime and Port  Authority of Singapore (MPA) 
had organised the 2nd Singapore Registry of 

Ships Forum (SRS Forum) on 25th November 
2014. Themed “Sustainable Shipping”, this 
year’s forum focused on the importance of 
sustainable maritime development. Since its 
launch in 2011, a total of 90 companies have 
signed the Green Pledge. Companies which 
have signed the Green Pledge employ an 
array of solutions in their efforts to go green, 
ranging from environmental management 
technology to green design initiatives for 
vessels and infrastructure.

Signing the Green Pledge in November 2014, 
was but a reaffirmation of what the company 
has been doing in the field of promoting and 
sustainable energy and environment both on 
board and ashore – including in the training 
institute SIMS. 

Environmental Management System for 
Shipboard functions:
ESM obtained ISO 14001 accreditation in 
November 2004 from Class DNV as part of its 
Integrated Management System (incorporating 
ISO 9001 and OHSAS 18001). Thereafter the 
dual ISO 14001 was certified by Class NK in 
Jan 2005. Our management offices and all our 
vessels come under the purview of the ISO 
14001 Environmental Management system. 

As part of the ISO 14001 standards, every 
year for the past 10 years during our Annual 
Management Review attended by the 
top management, we have analysed our 
environmental performance over the previous 
year and set the objectives and respective 

targets for the next year for the focus areas 
identified during our review. 

These are updated as HSEQA requirements 
change or as modifications occur in activities 
and structures within the company that 
affects HSEQA performance or as a result of 
recommendations arising out of environmental 
audits, third party inspections, etc.

Apart from annual objectives, we also have 
long term objectives set for a period of five 
years, which are also monitored annually to 
check the status of the action plan as stated 
in the planner.   

Voluntary Environment Compliance 
Program (VECP) for Ships
As a progressive measure, ESM has adopted 
the “Environment Compliance Program” 
voluntarily to ensure  compliance by our 
fleet vessels at all times with much stricter 
Environmental Compliance requirements as 

Executive Ship Management 
Signs Green Pledge

Capt. Arun Sundaram, ESM Director, Operations (second from right) receiving Green Pledge certificate
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laid down by U.S. Department of Justice. 

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) 
pursues various vessels’ owners, operators 
and/ or managers for criminal prosecution 
of any MARPOL violations, or magic pipe 
usage for bypassing Oily Water Separators. 
These owners/ managers are put under a 
forced “Environment Compliance program 
(ECP)” for 3 to 5 years to ensure compliance 
and to monitor their continued environmental 
performances after they had been prosecuted 
for MARPOL violations. 

This voluntary program is designed to 
accentuate our environmental management 
system and enables us to proactively prevent, 
detect and correct environmental violations 
under applicable international flag state, port 
state and coastal state law, and the United 
States laws including, but not limited to, 
the international Convention for Prevention 
of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), and all 
applicable U.S. Federal and State statutes and 
regulations. 

The VECP seeks to promote compliance 
with marine environmental compliance 
requirements through the following 
approaches: 

1)  Reporting of non-compliance by 
employees and crew members (Open 
Reporting System); 

2)  An enhanced system of shipboard audits 
conducted by an independent auditing 
company and discrepancy corrections;

3) The refinement, implementation and 
documentation of its Environmental 
Management system (EMS). 

4) Development of training programs to 
educate and train ESM’s shipboard and 
shore side personnel associated with the 
operation and management of vessels.

In connection with VECP, we have adopted the 
program for implementing varied engineering 
requirements such as below:

1) All our vessels have implemented an 
Environmental Tagging system (ETS) 
to prevent unauthorised usage or 
connections on the vessel which may lead 
to MARPOL violations. 

2)  The anti-tricking device is being fitted for 
the MEPC 60(33) standard Oil Content 
monitors (OCM) to “prevent tricking” of the 
system using the fresh water line. This is 
one of the feature in the new generation 
MEPC 107(49) standard OCM’s.

3) We are fitting main seawater pumps on all 
ships with mechanical seal to reduce the 

leakages and hence generation of bilge 
water.

4) There are strict requirements of annual 
calibration of equipment such as Oily 
Water separator (OWS) and Oil Discharge 
Monitoring and Control System (ODMCS) 
for all our managed vessels. These 
requirements are over and above the 
requirements of MARPOL.

5)  Our vessels undergo environmental audits 
at least twice in a year and 10% of our 
vessels are also audited by a third party 
auditor every year.

Environmental Excellence at SIMS and 
training programs
Any visitor coming to SIMS Lonavala is instantly 
enamoured by the  lush green campus, for 
a true representation of ESM’s focus on 
environmental excellence. The campus is self- 
sustaining for power for its lighting and fan 
loads provided by its solar power panels. The 
hot water for use by over 400 cadets and the 
kitchen is also heated by solar heater panels 
on the rooftop of the cadets’ hostel.

This campus harvests the fresh water for its 
use by storing it during monsoon season in 
a man-made lake covering a land mass of 
over 2 acres and a depth of over 13 metres. 
Additionally the treated water from its two 
sewage treatment plants are being utilised  for  
the trees and plants dotting the entire campus.
ESM’s training programme also contains  
appropriate training for creating  environmental 
awareness and enhancing knowledge of its 
employees about organisation’s objectives. 

1) A MARPOL course is conducted by SIMS 

for the seafarers, which covers in detail 
all the requirements that our company 
has specified for each annex in MARPOL 
along with detailed case studies and 
includes VECP and Vessel General Permit 
(VGP) requirements..

2) An Environmental Awareness Course is 
conducted for the Ship’s staffs and Shore 
superintendents periodically covering the 
new and upcoming regulations and the 
new initiatives undertaken around the 
world for environmental management.

3) Electronic Performance Support System 
(EPSS) which gives the ship staff an 
opportunity to understand and increase 
their awareness in a very user friendly 
manner. Our EPSS module on “MARPOL 
Annex 1, For Machinery spaces” helps 
the user to develop a clear understanding 
of the topic with visual aids, exercises, 
case studies, etc. The module covers the 
MARPOL requirements in depth with the 
help of multimedia, the actions and duties 
of ship’s staff, working of the equipment, 
documents and records to be maintained 
on board, inspections and checks required 
from the ship staff etc. 

4) SIMS had developed EEOI (Energy 
Efficiency Operational Indicator) calculator 
and ECOGAUGE (ship based and web 
based tool) for use by ESM ships and 
Office for monitoring compliance with 
Ship Energy Efficiency Management 
Plan (SEEMP) requirements. It is also 
conducting Research and Development 
Projects on environmental issues, such as 
Ballast Water Treatment Systems. 

Finally, ESM continues to strive to minimise 
CO2, NOx and SOx emissions to fully 
comply with international, regional and local 
environmental regulations and assist our 
ship owners to achieve economical viability 
for compliance with these requirements 
with innovative use of our resources and 
technology. 

The man-made lack and the Ship-in-Campus at 
SIMS, Lonavala

The workshop fitted with Solar Panels
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With the ever rising demand for oil and gas 
in the world, the need for offshore vessels 
to provide support to this industry has 
grown by leaps and bounds. SIMS with its 
latest high end offshore training facilities 
along with parent company Executive Ship 
Management’s Offshore wing – Executive 
Offshore Pte Ltd (EOPL) – meets this 
demand by providing the highest quality 
vessel management, and consultancy 
services for Offshore Support Vessels.

In this issue’s segment on Know Your Ship, 
our experts from EOPL share their know-hows 
of the Anchor Handling Tug Supply Vessel 
(AHTSV), its unique build and how it handles 
its operation in the Exploration & Production 
role of the Oil and Gas Industry. 

Anchor handling as the name indicates, is the 
process of mooring a floating object to the sea 
bed. 
 
Anchor handling has been a practice since 
1790 as depicted above, which consisted of a 
rowing boat with able bodied seamen serving to 
lift and drop the anchors to the sea bed. Since 
those days, the practice has become more 
demanding and the ships and equipment more 
complex to arrive at today’s anchor handling 

Know Your Ship – Anchor Handling 
Tug Supply Vessel (Part 1)     

vessels with a bollard pull 
of about 300 – 400 tonnes. 
Thus anchor handling 
operation presently is a 
very complex operation 
involving several vessels 
and much planning and 
skillful execution. A typical 
operation involves towing 
a floating object (Oil rig / 
FPSO / Pipe Lay Vessel / 
Tender etc.) to the desired 
location and deploying the 
anchors of the tow in an 8 
point mooring pattern and 
in precise location so that 
the drilling or such activity 
can commence. A typical 
mooring pattern planned 
is shown for easy understanding.

The anchors that are handled are huge in size 
and varied. These are connected to chains or 
wire ropes or a combination of both. A typical 
anchor scope is shown in Fig A. 
  
Besides towing and anchor handling these 
vessels are also utilized for supply of drilling 
materials, drilling chemicals, fuel oil, fresh 
water etc. to the rigs.

More advanced vessels are also used to carry 
out sub-sea installation and commissioning 
jobs. The arrangement and equipment on 
these vessels is more complex and hence this 
will not be covered in this article.

Mr. P.V. Suresh
General Manager
Executive Offshore, Singapore

From the foregoing one can see that an Anchor 
Handling Tug Supply vessel is required to 
have the following main characteristics.
• Deck laid out for Towing, handling large 

anchors and deck cargo
• High propulsion power for towing and 

anchor handling
• Large winches for handling anchors and 

towing gear
• High manoeuverability
• Below deck tanks for storage of chemicals, 

dry bulk, fuel oil etc. and pumping 
arrangements for transfer to rigs.

• Dynamic Positioning capability to be able 
to work close to the rigs

• External Fire Fighting capability to assist 
in fighting fire on rigs

Anchor handling circa 1790 - most 
seamen would become proficient 
after only two floggings

Fig. shows an 8-point mooring anchor pattern with precise coordinates and 
distances
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General Arrangement
General arrangement of a modern AHTSV 
equipped for anchor handling, towing and 
supply duties is shown in Fig. B below to aid 
the description.
 
The vessel is a twin screw and twin rudder 
steel hulled vessel with skeg at the aft. There 
are two bow thrusters and two stern thrusters. 
The vessel has two decks and is subdivided 
into several compartments for better damage 
stability. The underdeck passageways are 
arranged to all the compartments through 
water tight sliding doors. The hull is arranged 
with double bottom and double sides to comply 
with rules and regulations for carriage of drilling 
chemicals and special personnel (able bodied 
personnel who are not crew). Stability of these 
vessels is very critical due to large loads the 
vessels are subjected to while towing / anchor 
handling. Often times the tension on the tow 
/ anchor handling ropes comes in athwartship 
direction when the wire rope rides on the 

crash rail, thus subjecting the vessel to a large 
heeling lever.

The profile view shows that this vessel has 
a pusher bow which is strengthened and 
fitted with suitable fenders to aid in pushing 
while positioning. It has accommodation and 
wheelhouse, which are located in the forward. 
Abaft the accommodation the deck is plain 
and is strengthened (5.5 T/m2) for carriage 

of deck cargo and anchor handling. The deck 
is sheathed with thick hard wood to prevent 
damage by heavy objects that are routinely 
loaded. Just aft of the accommodation one can 
see the anchor handling & towing winch. At the 
aft are located the Guide Pins and Shark Jaws 
that assist in anchor handling and towing. The 
stern is open and fitted with Stern Roller which 
is arranged in such a way that the bulwark and 
crash rails merge gradually with the stern roller 
to prevent snagging of the tow rope. Very often 
there is a gate at the stern for crew protection. 
This gate can be folded inwards during anchor 
handling and towing.
 
The sides have a bulwark and a crash rail. 
The space between the bulwark and crash 
rail provides safe access to crew to the deck  
and stern. 

The second part will be continued in the  
next issue

Anchor Handling Tug Supply Vessel

Fig. A shows a Stevpris anchor with it’s Pennant Buoy used for retrieving the anchor

Fig. B
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S.Viswanathan
Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

Excess Air Supply: A Cause of Low
Combustion Efficiency
Introduction: For shipboard officers, 
operating modern ships efficiently and 
consistently is a challenge. Against all odds, 
such as a harsh environment, steaming round 
the clock  and emergency preparedness, the 
limited number of crew on board is expected 
to maintain the ship and the equipment in top 
class condition at minimum cost to the ship 
owner/operator. Fuel cost is a major headache 
under the operating costs of the ship. This is 
one area where, ship staffs can easily prevent 
wastage and save money for the ship-owner 
(or charterers). In this article, the author 
would like to throw some light on efficient 
boiler operation, especially on improving the 
combustion efficiency by adjusting air/ fuel 
ratio to the optimum.

Combustion in boilers
Auxiliary or main boilers are fitted in ships 
for generating steam for various uses such 
as steam turbines for cargo pumps, deck 
machineries, heating fuel oil, fresh water, 
and accommodation heating. To generate 
steam in boilers, generally fuel oil is burnt in 
the furnaces of boilers and the heat energy 
released is used to generate steam.

As is well known, the main components of fuel 
oil used in ships are carbon, hydrogen and 
sulphur.

When the fuel is burnt in the furnaces, these 
components are oxidized to carbon dioxide, 
water vapour and sulphur oxides in exothermic 
reaction. By knowing the proportion of each 
component in fuel oil, stoichiometric mass of 
air (theoretical requirement of air for perfect 
combustion) can be estimated. It happens to 
be approximately 15 kgs of air per kg of fuel.

Boilers are designed for specific conditions 
for maximum efficiency. These conditions 
vary considerably in an operating ship. These 
are fuel specification, burning equipment 
condition, load on the boiler, atmospheric 
air temperature and pressure. We have no 
control over all these conditions, except for 
burning equipment upkeep. Obviously, as the 
environment condition changes, the design 
parameters are no longer valid for efficient 
operation. To offset these effects, the boiler 
operator has to constantly monitor and adjust 
the combustion to maintain highest operating 
efficiency. Also it is to be noted that it will be 
practically impossible to maintain highest 
efficiency by supplying just stoichiometric 
mass of air. 

Monitoring tools
Fortunately, the boiler manufacturer has given 
measuring instrument and tools to monitor 
the combustion process. Most of the boilers 
are fitted with Smoke Density Indicator, 
thermometer for Flue Gas Temperature in the 
uptake, flue gas analyser for O2 & CO2 and 
draft gauge for furnace pressure. In addition, 
we can see the colour of the flue gas in the 
funnel and verify the shape and colour of the 
burner flame. 

For best operating conditions, the colour of 
the smoke in the funnel must be light grey 
to colourless; the temperature of the flue 
gas in the uptake is approx. 165°C to 200°C 
(depends upon the load of the boiler); furnace 
pressure is about 10 to 25 mm Water Gauge 
depending on the load of the boiler; O2 is 3% 
to 6%, CO2 is 11% to 12%; Smoke density 
indicator shows 1 to 1.5 on a scale of 5.  Too 

less an air supply will result in black smoke 
and fouling of combustion side and too much 
air supply will carry a substantial part of the 
heat release to the atmosphere.
 
Adjusting the air flow
Remember, for every 10% increase in excess 
air quantity, oxygen % goes up by 2% in the 
flue gas.

Excess air is also heated in the furnace and 
reaches the flue stack, losing the heat to the 
atmosphere. The energy required to heat this 
air from ambient to stack temperature usually 
serves no purpose and this loss of heat energy, 
is directly related to wastage of fuel oil.

Since the load in the Marine boilers does not 
remain constant, the control system to regulate 
fuel/air ratio will not be able to regulate the 
air flow ideally always. This is the time the 
operating engineer must interfere to adjust the 
air flow to the required amount by monitoring 
the parameters stated earlier.

This is achieved by adjusting the control knob 
for excess air supply, called trimming, on air 
flow controller. 

Conclusion
Depending on the ship’s size, steam generating 
capacity of boiler and trading pattern of the 
ship, ship operators can save thousands of 
dollars’ worth of fuel oil per year by optimising 
the combustion air supply. While adjusting the 
excess air supply, it is to be remembered that 
the ship may be fitted with an Inert Gas System 
and any adjustment in the airflow system of the 
boiler will affect the oxygen content of the Inert 
Gas supplied to the cargo tanks.

Finally, if the boiler control system is working 
ideally, it will be possible to estimate the 
oxygen content of the inert gas and indirectly 
verify both combustion system and the IG 
system.

As an example, if the boiler is supplied with 
25% excess air, the oxygen content in the flue 
gas and therefore in the IG will 21% of 25%, 
that is 5%. On the contrary, if Oxygen content 
in the IG is 6%, then the excess air supplied 
in the boiler is 6% / 21%, = 28.5%. As simple 
as that! 
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During winter months, the area commonly 
called temperate latitude (Between 30° and 
67.5° North or South) experiences stormy 
weather. These storms bring rain, snow, 
overcast sky and strong winds. These 
storms may not be as severe as tropical 
storms but they cover a much wider area 
and last for several days. The prolonged 
blowing of wind creates a swell pattern 
having amplitude of several meters. 
The combined effect of swell and wind 
makes heavy weather navigation quite 
challenging. The phenomenon creating 
this weather is normally known as frontal 
depression or simply fronts. Fronts are 
boundary between two different air masses. 

Due to tilting of earth on its axis, the polar 
regions (North or South of 67.5 degree 
latitude) receive less sunlight compared to 
tropical regions. Temperature in these areas 
is normally less than 0°C throughout the year. 
This influences the air temperature, which 
remains cold. The cold air has lesser capacity 
to hold water vapour and its pressure increases 
due to increase in density.  This gives an air 
mass having high pressure and low humidity. 
The condition of air mass is roughly uniform 
throughout the polar zone. We can call it a 
polar air mass. 

In northern winter, temperate latitude area 
receives even lesser sunlight due to Sun being 
on its Southern declination. It becomes cold 
and the air in contact with continent becomes 
drier, colder and denser. Sometimes its 
temperature equals to the polar air lying above 
it, and then it gives rise to giant cold air mass. 

The oceans normally act like temperature 
regulator. Even in winter in temperate latitude, 
air in contact with ocean surface doesn’t 
lose temperature and remains moist. This air 
has lesser pressure than the cold air mass. 
However, when compared to surface air in 
tropical area, this air mass is colder and drier. 

Tropical ocean areas have roughly 90% ocean 
and 10% land mass. The air in the contact is 
mostly warm, humid and lighter and normally 
has low pressure. Its spread is not uniform 
due to presence of huge continental mass of 

Africa, Central America and East Indies. In 
case of Atlantic and Pacific Ocean its spread 
can be called uniform.

Due to various reasons the air mass starts 
moving. Owing to presence of large land 
masses in temperate zones, the movement 
is not uniform. When it comes in contact with 
different air mass, it doesn’t mix readily due to 
difference in pressure.  It can remain side by 
side for several days. 

Cold front: Due to greater density the cold air 
will start pushing the warm air from northwest 
to southeast direction in northern hemisphere. 
The leading edge of cold air mass is called 
cold front. The cold front undercuts the 
warm air in steeper slope. At a given place 
the temperature may drop by 15°C after the 
passing of cold front. 

Warm Front: The warm air tries to push 
the cold air due to its greater component of 
moisture.  The leading edge of warm air mass 
is called Warm front. It generally moves from 
southwest to northeast. Normally, warm air 
starts climbing above cold air in a gentle slope. 
There will be rise in temperature and humidity 
after passing of warm front.

Depression: The speed of warm front is 
usually lower than cold front as cold air is 
denser. The travel of front takes the route as 
shown in fig 1 and fig 2 above. 

At the meeting point of warm and cold front 
depression is formed. When cold front is 
forcing the warm tropical air mass upwards 
it starts rotating in anticlockwise in northern 
hemisphere and forcing air to rise more 
rapidly, which reduces its pressure and a low 
or depression is formed.  This looks like a 
wedge of warm air in cold air mass. The air 
from high pressure comes rapidly fill up low 
pressure causing cyclonic storm to start. The 
wind force is inversely proportionational to 
the square of distance between high and low 
pressure. The lesser the distance between 
high and low pressure the stronger is the wind 
force.  The resulting mixing of air mass will 
lower the temperature of warm and moist air 
mass, which will release its moisture as rain 
or snow depending on temperature gradient.  

Occlusion: Sometimes, cold air mass cuts 
underneath warm air mass lifting the warm 
air mass completely. The warm front slides 
upward leaving the cold air below. The rising 

Winter Storms In Temperate Latitude

Capt. D. Kishore
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

Continued on Page 12
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SIMS has scored yet another remarkable  
R&D solution with the development of 
performance analyser software which 
makes the routine predictive maintenance 
exercise of the submergible Framo pump 
widely used in the chemical tankers an 
easy and comfortable task.  

Framo cargo pump is a vertical single stage 
centrifugal pump powered by a hydraulic motor 
for safe and efficient operation. It is made up 
of stainless steel material and designed with 
a smooth and easy-to-clean surface with 
a limited number of flanges which gives a 
superior ability to pump any liquid.

On board, as a routine predictive maintenance 
exercise, performance test on Framo Cargo 
pump is carried out to find out the condition of 
the pump, hydraulics system associated with 
pump and importantly condition of the wear-
rings. Wear of the casing rings reduce the 
pumping capacity of the pump, which in turn 
may affect the cargo discharge time and port 
stay of the vessel. 

The Framo pumping system as such comes 
with their standard performance curves 
and user guide from the manufacturer. The 
analysis carried through the newly developed 
software  with ship-specific  performance 
curves will help to find out the pump condition 
without dismantling it. This is  done by running 
the pump and recording few parameters such 
as hydraulic pressure available for motor, 
recorded hydraulic pressure, specific gravity 
[sp. Gr.] and viscosity of cargo to be pumped 
and Ullage.  The performance curve provided 
by manufacturer is for fluid of particular 
viscosity and specific gravity.  

During the performance test values of hydraulic 
pressure and cargo pressure are measured. 
With the help of the software these parameters 
will be compared with the expected values of 

SIMS Develops Software For Framo Pump 
Performance Analysis

respective parameters. Expected 
values of hydraulic pressure and 
cargo pressure will be obtained 
from the standard performance 
curve. 
                                                                                     
The software calculates and 
corrects  viscosity and specific gravity of cargo 
fluid. The comparison and corresponding 
remarks based on same is placed in tabulated 
format below.

For the new software is designed to ease the 
calculations and subsequently doing analysis, 
of the data thus received and the software is 
so far successfully utilized on board  in the   
ESM managed  fleet. 

The user on-board has to enter aforesaid 
parameters into the ship specific module of this 
software. In return the software will perform 

Operational conditions
Remarks

Cargo Pressure Hydraulic Pressure

Scenario 
1

Recorded cargo pressure is equal to 
expected cargo pressure

Recorded hydraulic  pressure is too high 
than expected cargo pressure Increased wear ring clearance

Scenario 
2

Recorded cargo pressure is too low than 
expected cargo pressure

Recorded hydraulic  pressure is low high 
than expected cargo pressure

Reduced speed- bad control valve- bad 
hydro motor

Scenario 
3

Recorded cargo pressure is too high than 
expected cargo pressure

Recorded hydraulic  pressure is too high 
than expected cargo pressure Over speed caused by control valve

Fig.2 Performance curve of Framo PumpSD125-5A 
for sp. Gr. 1.0 and viscosity 1.0 cSt.

Fig.5 snap-shot of Output Window of software

Fig.3 Monogram to correct the Viscosity Factor

various calculations at the back end and 
display the results with the remark as specified 
in above table. Similarly, the web based 
module of this software has been developed 
containing database of all Framo pumps 
and all vessels. This module is designed for 
superintendents and shore staff of ESM. 

After providing the input and clicking on 
ANALYSE PUMP the output window of 
software will pop up with the analysis and 
remark as depicted in fig.5 

The software has been developed by the 
R&D team with assistance from Deepak 
Ramteke under the guidance of Principal Mr. 
Viswanathan.

Till now 31 ESM vessels have been 
successfully using the software comprising 
performance curve data of 72 Framo pumps 
and received very good feedback from ESM 
Singapore office as well as from vessels.  
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It is well known, that slightest accretion of 
slime and fouling on underwater part of hull 
may lead to a substantial speed reduction, 
such as  0.3-0.5 Knots, and additionally 
result in increased bunker consumption. In 
the absence of any corrective action - over 
an increased period, the increase in bunker 
consumption would be substantial.

Organo-tin free, IMO approved anti-fouling 
paints are not as effective as underwater coats 
used to be. Therefore owners and operators 
have to look for means to physically remove 
invasive species or keeping it to a minimum 
from underwater hulls more frequently without 
disturbing commercial aspects.

Traditional hull cleaning, employing divers 
primarily to use abrasive brushes for undoing 
slime and fouling can have unwanted 
consequences such as:- 
•  It may remove a fairly decent percentage, 

ranging from 7-30% of protective coating 
each time

•   Hull cleaning can be time consuming and 
expensive

•  Accelerates growth of invasive species 
•  Higher fuel consumptions. 
•  Divers need to be exclusively scheduled 

as this type of hull cleaning has constraints 
of being conducted within port waters.

So as a response and using technology to 
better aid, remote operated hull wipers have  
been developed. This eliminates divers 
cleaning with brushes and have advantage 
over time and economy. The Remote 
Operated Vehicles (ROV) hull wipers use jets 
of sea water as the cleaning medium. The 
pressure of the sea water jets can be adjusted 
in order to achieve high velocity while spraying 
directly on the immersed hull.

As the medium is sea water, it has its 
advantages such as;
•  Environmentally friendly
•  Efficient and effective cleaning without 

ecological impacts. 
•  No strong chemicals or scrubbing action is 

deployed
•  Since the cleaning is done with the water 

New Method of Underwater 
Hull Cleaning 

Mr. Mayank Narula
Nautical Faculty, 
SIMS, Lonavala

jet alone, the anti-fouling coatings and hull 
are not affected in any manner.

In conclusion, the hull wipers are advantageous 
over tradition hull cleaning methods in  more 
ways, which are:-
 •  Since it involves no divers, posing no 

danger to life in the unfortunate eventuality 
of a mishap. 

•  No concerns of cleaning during night 
hours or climate related issues which are 
normally holding back the smoothness 
of operations. Summing it up there is no 
waiting  for right moment. 

• Hull wipers are capable of being put into 
service while a vessel is in port limits, 
concurrently loading or discharging, 
avoiding costly downtime

•  Hull wipers are much faster versus 
conventional cleaning methods 

• Hull wipers typically cover 1000-1500 
square meters in an hour’s span as 
compared to 200-300 square meters by 
conventional means.

The waste and pollutants undone from the 
immersed hull are collected, filtered and 
disposed off in an environmentally friendly 
manner. The entire process is aided by 
recordings from OBC (on board cameras) and 
presented along with cleaning reports so that 
owners and operators are assured of the work 
done in an efficient manner. Hull wiper ROV`s 
are already commissioned and in service 
at Swedish port of Gothenburg, Jebel Ali, 
Sharjah, Fujairah, and All Norwegian ports with 
respective approvals from local environmental 
departments concerned.

In spite of its obvious advantages, this 
method is still much more expensive in view 
of the capital expenditures required on more 
sophisticated equipment as compared to 
traditional cleaning. Hence it will be some time 
before we begin to see Remote Operating 
Vehicles cleaning the fouled hulls of our  
fleet ships in a routine manner. 

warm air cools down and its pressure 
increases.  The moisture condenses and 
falls as rain releasing the energy required 
for storm. When the complete warm front 
is lifted, it is called occlusion.

Weather associated with frontal 
depression
In cold air mass: Temperature is low and 
pressure is high with light air. There will 
be little or no cloud.

Weather just ahead of warm front: 
Pressure starts dropping rapidly. 
Temperature starts rising.  Thick 
nimbostratus cloud develops. Gusty 
wind with frequent showers may be 
experienced. 

Weather behind warm front: Pressure 
drop stops and remain constant. Weather 
is warm and moist. Rain turns to drizzle or 
stops. Wind speed drops.  

Passage of the cold front: Pressure 
start increasing with drop in temperature. 
Large cumulonimbus cloud forms. Gale 
force wind with heavy shower or hail is 
experienced. 

Weather behind cold front: You are 
back in cold air mass. Pressure will rise 
and settle while temperature will go 
down. Squally wind with shower or snow 
may be experienced. 

The effect of front on sea: The passage 
of various depressions creates mammoth 
size of swell in higher latitude. These 
swells persist for weeks. Most of vessels 
are more affected by swell and the waves 
created by wind than the wind itself. 
Navigation becomes challenging.  Ships 
may need to use weather routing services 
to navigate safely. 

However careful use of barometer  
and thermometer together with the 
weather charts can be used to predict the 
weather. 

Continued from Page 10
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A bi-annual officer’s seminar co-hosted 
by Executive Ship Management (ESM) 
and Samundra Institute of Maritime 
Studies (SIMS) themed “Back to basics 
for Operational Excellence and Safety for 
All - Always” was held on 6th November 
2014. The two-day seminar that was held 
at the SIMS, Lonavala campus auditorium, 
focused on the root causes behind 
various maritime accidents and how these 
incidents can easily be prevented. 

Other topics presented during the seminar 
included leadership roles, expectations of ship 
owners, having the right work ethics, working 
on the contributing factors behind accidents 
and EHS (Environment, health and safety) 
Initiatives and Vetting Procedures.

Mr. B.S. Teeka, Managing Director, ESM Pte 
Ltd inaugurated the seminar as he introduced 
the new initiatives of the company such 
as  the Electrical Practice (EP) courses to 
arm our engineers with electrical knowledge 
and the upcoming infrastructure available in 
each field offices along with future plans to 

assist the officers. He reemphasized  ESM’s  
commitment for Indian crew and their welfare 
and finally called upon for incident free and 
safe ships through the highest standards of 
navigation leaving no option for error. He also 
shared how far ESM has come to become 
one of the leading ship managers today, 
based on  a  strategy that sets  it  apart from 
its competitors which is  the company’s focus 
and  efforts on building special infra-structure 
and  training methodology. This has been 
amply appreciated by the industry and the 
stakeholders bringing in excellent reputation 
among all the 3rd party manager in today’s 
market. 

Professionals from the maritime franenity who 
came to share their invaluable experiences 
were Marine Vetting Specialist Mr. George 
Redmon from Dow Chemical, Capt. Nikhil 
Karkhanis, Senior Marine Compliance 
Officer from the ENOC Group, Capt. Julius 
Rodrigues, Head of Commercial Operations 
from United Arab Chemical Carriers (UACC), 
Mr. Craig Johnson – Senior Manager, Gard 
(Singapore) Pte Ltd and Vice Adm Bangara, 

“Back to basics for Operational Excellence 
and Safety for All – Always” 

retired Commanding-in-Chief, Southern Naval 
Command, Indian Navy. Also present during 
the seminar to share their expertise were in-
house experts from the various departments of 
ESM and SIMS.

During the seminar, the 10 years long service 
award was also presented to Master Neeraj 
Kumar, 2O Suryakant Singh, 2O Nikhil 
Abhishek, 2O, Vicky Damaji Koli and EO 
Rakesh Kumar. The volleyball tournament 
between the ship and shore staff as well 
the show organized by the SIMS cadets 
were some of the other highlights during the 
seminar. 

Vetting Specialist Mr. George Redmon from 
Dow Chemical, USA addressed the ESM 
officers on the first day of the seminar and 
introduced “Dow Risk Management” to them. 
He explained the Dow Policies, Qualities 
and stringent Dow Standards. . He shared 
details of DOW operations and described how 
their goal is to eliminate all injuries, prevent 
adverse environmental and health impact, 
reduce wastes and emissions and promote 
resource conservation at every stage of the 
life cycle of our products. He described, based 
on his experience, how behaviours are critical 
to safety if, when it is performed incorrectly, 
the chances of an accident or incident are 
substantially increased. He also explained 
how attitudes and culture affect behaviour. 

Capt. Julius Rodrigues, Head of Commercial 
Operations, UACC provided a ship owner’s 
perspective to the maritime industry. He shared 
brief details of UACC profile, their expectations 
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Senior Officers Seminar Reiterates Importance of Safety On Board

Mr. B.S. Teeka, Managing Director, ESM Pte Ltd inaugurated the seminar



from crew, managers, owners and charterers. 
Capt. Rodrigues spoke how the market sees all 
of them together   as a single entity rather than 
individual parts and that we have to work as 
a team. He explained how working as a team 
involved sharing information transparently and 
the importance of having a positive mind-set 
and attitude and how this goes a long way for 
all parties in this trade.

Capt. Nikhil Karkhanis, Senior Marine 
Compliance Officer from the Emirates National 
Oil Company (ENOC) Group, dealt with the 
topic of “ENOC EHS (Environment, health and 
safety) Initiatives and Vetting Procedures”.  
He gave a brief description of ENOC, their 
business segments and activities, foothold – 
current areas of operation before enlightening 
the officers on the vetting processes. He 
explained what goes behind the vetting 
decisions, audits, incident investigations 
and their prime activities, participation in 
OCIMF work and liaison with government 
organizations.

The post-tea session came alive with a split 
session that was held for Engineers and Deck 
officers by Mr. Gaurav Dwivedi and Capt. 
Thomas Varghese respectively. 

Capt. Thomas Varghese, Manager – Vetting 
and Operations, ESM Singapore, covered 
the topic of “Prudent shipboard practices 
for personal and operational safety” for the 
deck crew.  He gave an overview on crew 
safety and safe access and reiterated the 
importance of safety equipment maintenance. 
He covered the crew safety briefing and safe 
access procedures on board the ship. Also 
he talked about work & rest hours, food & 

catering, enclosed space entry, correct use of 
cargo specific PPE in different Levels, mooring 
and cargo practices. All of which are possible 
factors that can contribute to accidents on 
board. 

Mr. Gaurav Dwivedi, Manager – Technical, 
ESM Singapore carried out the Split session 
with engine officers with the topic “Machinery 
Failure and Importance of timely repairs 
to prevent these Failures”.  He used three 
different case studies (Parting of Gangway 
Wire, Stern Tube Seal Failure and Total loss 
of Aux Engine) and the financial loses each 
incident brought. He reiterated that when one’s 
tempted to take a shortcut or break the safety 
rule “just this once” or “just for a minute.” That 
one minute could be exactly when the accident 
doesn’t “happen” but is caused.

The second day of the seminar welcomed 
Capt. Arun Sundaram, Director – Operations, 
ESM Singapore, who presented the topic on 
ESM Values and Behaviours. He elaborated on 
ESM’s strategy and how our vision and mission 
statements as well as our core values are in line 
with our strategy to bring us to greater heights. 
He explained how these statements and 
policies were crafted to help shape behaviours 
of ESM’s leaders both ashore and on board 
and should be kept in mind always – as these 
will aid in taking the right route. Values are our 
compass to indicate the course, they are the 
guiding lights that illuminate the route we have 
charted out he added. He also explained the 
features of Integrity and Honesty, Innovative 
(ness), Passion for Excellence, Commitment, 
Social Responsibility/ Shared Value and 
Accountability.

Capt. Arun also showed the Key Performance 
Indicator (KPI) for the present year and the 
self-assessment by senior officers. Lastly, 
he showed a small clip on innovation and 
requested all to reflect over the very simplicity 
of innovative ideas in our lives to improve our 
work deliverables and thereby our overall 
shipboard performance.

Capt. Vijay Cherukuri, Quality Assurance 
Manager, ESM Singapore, presented the topic 
on reflective learning, preventing complacency 
and Injuries. He talked about the job hazard 
analysis, barriers with respect to threat, 
hazard, incidents and consequences and 
how to control to minimize or prevent their 
occurrences. He reiterated the importance of 
work and rest hours and how work planning 
is key. He explained how non-compliance of 
WRH leads to Observations / NC’s during 
the PSC and Oil major inspections. His 
presentation included the recording of WRH 
to be done on board the ship on Phoenix. 
Capt. Vijay concluded that the levels of non-
conformance in work & rest hours on a vessel 
can be significantly reduced by improving 
awareness, regular monitoring and advance 
planning.
 
Mr. Arvind Saxena, Director – Technical, 
ESM Singapore, presented the New ECA 
Regulations and challenges in handling 
LSMGO which comes into effect from 1st 
January 2015.  He explained the operational 
impact on machineries and ECA and penal 
provisions In Europe and now USA. Further 
Mr. Arvind Saxena introduced the topic of 
“Electrical Training for Engineers”, to make 
our engineers familiar and be conversant 
with handling of electrical machinery and 
equipment. He also provided with sound 
practical understanding of the subject w.r.t. 
trouble shooting & resolving on board electrical 
problems.

The presentation was followed by the open 
interactive session with the officers and 
manning team before the seminar came to 
an end. Mr. Adrian Fernandes, Deputy GM, 
ESM, Mumbai started his presentation with On 
Time Relief, Open Appraisal system, On board 
Training, Medical cases, Drug and Alcohol 
Policy and MLC regulations. The queries 
raised by officers were also answered. 

Mr. Craig Johnson, Senior Manager, Gard 
(Singapore) Pte. Ltd presentation on Risk 
Management and Vice Admiral Bangara’s 
speech on Leadership at Sea can be found 
on page 20 and 16 in this issue of the  
Samundra Spirit. 
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In many marine applications, the machinery 
components must possess sufficient 
strength, ductility and toughness, to 
withstand impact, thermaland shock 
loading; at the same time the surface has to 
be hard enough to resist wear and erosion 
due to environmental conditions.. This can 
be achieved by selecting base metal, which 
can cater to primary requirements and  able 
to be  surface heat treated like austentitizing 
and quenching; the  diffusion of hardening 
elements like carbides or nitrogen into 
the surface  cater to the secondary needs. 
The treatments involved for this purpose 
are known as flame hardening, induction 
hardening, Nitriding and carbonitriding

One such vital engine component is exhaust 
valve spindle and seat. The exhaust valves 
often operate in harsh conditions compared 
to the any other component, giving rise to 
shortened working life, high maintenance 
cost and  downtime and inconvenience to 
engineers.

On many older engines the valve seat is made 
up of hardened molybdenum steel and the 
valve spindle can be made  of a molybdenum 
chrome alloy with a overlay of stellite welded 
onto the seating face.

Stellite is a range of cobalt-chromium alloys 
designed for completely non-magnetic, 
corrosion-resistant and wear resistant 
applications at extreme temperatures. They 
are very difficult to machine, and anything 
made from them is, as a result, long lasting but 
very expensive.

There are large number of Stellite alloys 
composed of various amounts of cobalt, nickel, 
iron, aluminium, boron, carbon, chromium, 
manganese, molybdenum, phosphorus, sulfur, 
silicon, and titanium, in various proportions, 
most alloys containing four to six of these 
elements.  For example, Stellite 100, because 
this alloy is quite hard, maintains a good 
cutting edge even at high temperature, and 
resists hardening and annealing. Stellite is 
often applied to steel or stainless steel valves

of depositing high-quality metallurgically 
fused deposits on relatively low quality 
surface. Because the hardfacing materials 
are in powder form, it is possible to produce 
overlays from many different materials and 
combinations of materials with a wide range of 
hardness and other properties. 

Recent developments in valve design
W-shaped Valve Seat (MAN engines): Very 
positive results have been achieved during 
these tests with the new geometry of the 
W-SEAT, which retains the temperature 
reducing features of the chamber seat and 
combines them with two narrow concentric 
contact areas. The effect is that all carbon 
particles which happen to be trapped between 
the spindle and the bottom piece will be crushed 
and squeezed out and therefore eliminated 
without giving rise to any appreciable dent 
marks.Use of  Super Alloys – NIMONIC 80A

Material Type
Tensile 

Strength (MPa) 
@ 500 ‘ C

Tensile 
Strength (MPa) 

@ 600 ‘ C

Tensile 
Strength (MPa) 

@ 800 ‘ C
21-4N Austenitic Steel 650 550 300

DIN 1.4882 Austenitic Steel 680 610 340

Nimonic 80A Super alloy 1050 1000 500

Ti-834 Titanium 771 654 -

Comparison of properties of various materials used

Understanding Metallurgy and 
Caring for Exhaust Valves  

Exhaust Valve Maintenance
• When the valves are overhauled, the 

valves and seats are not lapped together 
as done conventionally; Instead special 
grinding equipment with diamond tipped 
cutter is used to grind the seat and spindle 
to the correct angles, thereby matching the 
mating surfaces. 

• By reducing their erosion from hot gases, 
the interval between maintenance and re-
grinding of their seats was dramatically 
lengthened.

• Re-Conditioning: It is done by special 
machining process, and a specialist weld 
overlaying with powdered Stellite, and re-
grinding to original dimensions.

• One such approved overlaying method is 
PTA Weld deposition

PTA Hardface Depositing
PTA hardfacing is a specialized method 

Mr. Mahesh Patil
Marine Engg .Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala
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Leadership at Sea
Vice Admiral S.C.S. Bangara shares his insight

Today, an officer sailor has to not only sail 
but also be aware and vigilant of all that 
is happening at sea in order to avoid his 
ship being pirated or his crews harmed in 
any way. Therefore, leadership skills have 
become all the more important.

This was explained further by Vice Admiral S. 
C. S. Bangara during his address to the senior 
ESM officers at a seminar in November, 2014 
at SIMS, Lonavala. Vice Admiral Bangara 
had retired from the Indian Navy as Flag 
officer Commanding-in–Chief, Southern Naval 
Command in July 2006.  During his 40 years 
of distinguished service with the Indian Navy, 
he held significant appointments across the 
spectrum of operations, policy formulation and 
training under the Government of India and 
abroad. As a Vice Admiral, he had also been 
the Commandant of the prestigious National 
Defence Academy for the Indian defence 
force. 

Although seemingly not similar, Vice Admiral 
pointed out the commonality between the 
defence naval force and merchant navy- 
especially during situations like a pirate 
attack. He recalled his involvement in the 
rescue operation of a Japanese cargo vessel 
Alonda Rainbow and the resultant good 
relationship between the Indian and Japanese 
governments. He pointed out that the Indian 
navy brought in their knowledge of avoiding 
scuttling of ship by the pirates after learning 
from a mistake during the coup attempt in 
Maldives! Vice Admiral pointed out to the 
ESM officers that dealing with the pirates 
is only the first step, but it serves well to be 
knowledgeable with the international law 
related to it. As a professional raised to be a 
competent officer, they must be able to act and 
provide responsible leadership under various 
difficult situations like this.

Besides his profession, as a merchant navy 

officer, his primary objective would be to make 
profits for his company. This objective is not to 
be confused with primary role.

He then went on to talk of “Leadership”, a term 
that entered our lexicon of language only in the 
18th/19th century. It is a very intense subject, 
which is taught at different stages of a person’s 
career after a lot of research by scholars. This 
research covers a wide variety of aspects of 
a professional’s role. Few leaders are fondly 
remembered. The master – officer relationship 
is important, because the master leaves an 
indelible mark on his subordinates. He has to 
mentor and channel abilities of this subordinate 
to become a good leader. 

There are high, low, variable, or reluctant 
degrees of competence/commitment in 
different individuals. A good Master or Chief 
Engineer is one who is able to distinguish 
between the many and guide them accordingly. 

Leadership theories abound: there is trait 
based leadership, behavioural, situational and 
positive reinforcement leadership. Leaders are 
not defined by just one trait.

Leaders can be authoritarian, democratic, 
laissez-faire, transactional or transformational. 
For example at sea, the emergency drills are 
required to be rehearsed repeatedly. So the 
leader that is required here is one who creates 
an environment for this practice, and makes 
his people practice 

The admiral then summed up his presentation 
with an example of a “transformational 
leadership” with a clip of a well-known 
Bollywood movie “Chak de India” (Literal 
English: Go India!) where the main protagonist 
transformed a team to produce unbelievable 
results with his persistence and motivating the 
team. 

Vice Admiral S.C.S Bangara

Modern marine engine have exhaust valve 
spindles made with super alloys (A heat 
resistant nimonic alloy valve head, friction 
welded to an alloy steel shaft). Typically 
specified for turbocharged engines, these 
alloys are nickel-based and offer much 
improved strength and stiffness at working 
temperature. Nimonic 80A is a typical 
selection which meets the present day 
requirements. Owing to the consistently high 
market price of the elements from which they 
are made - mainly nickel and chromium - and 
the difficulties in machining and heat treating 
them, such valves are very expensive. 
If exhaust valves are not centered in the 
combustion chamber, heating will not be 
symmetrical on the valve lid. For this reason, 
an automatic rotating device may be fitted 
causing the valve to rotate slowly, thereby 
avoiding localized heating.

The improved design in cooling passages 
has resulted in significantly increased times 
between overhauls thanks to a lowering of 
the temperature levels for the seat material in 
areas adjacent to the exhaust gas passage. 
Bore cooling for efficient cooling systems 
(resulted in low operating temperatures as 
327°C at full load).

There are improvised valve rotational 
mechanism, hydraulic push rod with 
controlled valve landing speed, and air 
spring (or increasing number of springs with 
improved material) to reduce valve bouncing. 
Guide bush is sealed by pressurized air. For 
less obstruction of gases, use valve seat 
angle 30° instead of 45°. 

Nimonic valves combined with proper seat 
cooling have yielded excellent service 
behavior, reduced breakdowns, less man 
hours for maintenance, extended intervals 
between overhauling and long life time. 
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The following incident took place when the 
author was sailing as a Second Engineer on 
a chemical/product tanker. The vessel was 
berthed in a European port for the loading 
of motor gasoline cargo. The vessel was 
made ready to receive cargo and the cargo 
loading operation was in progress. After a 
few hours of loading, the Officer on Watch 
(OOW) who was on his rounds, noticed 
bulging of deck in way of 4S cargo tank 
and raised alarm. Cargo operations were 
stopped immediately and investigations 
began.

Events leading to the incident: Loading 
of gasoline had been completed in most 
cargo tanks as per plan and topping up was 
in progress for the aft tanks. No. 4 starboard 
cargo tank had been topped up a few 
minutes ago. As the topping up operation 
was in progress, most of the deck hands 
were occupied in topping up and the tank IG 
pressure was not being monitored.

Troubleshooting: Chief Officer checked 
all the cargo loading lines leading to No.4 
starboard cargo tank and found that all were 
shut. The Inert Gas (IG) isolating valve of the 
tank was also found shut. When the Pressure 
Vacuum (PV) valve was inspected and 

opened manually with 
considerable effort, 
IG was found venting 
with great force. After 
blanking the line of the 
PV valve, the valve 
was taken adrift and 
dismantled. It was 
found that the valve 
had accumulated dust 
and got seized in its 
closed position. The PV valve assembly was 
dismantled, overhauled, tested and refitted.       

Causes: The ship had carried various grades 
of cargo in the past. The PV valve maintenance 
routine was just due. The valve disc had 
seized with the seat due to the deposits and 
was not free to lift at the designed pressure. 
The ship staff did not monitor the tank level 
or IG pressure of the tank during loading and 
topping up operations.  
                               
Extent of Damage: The deck above the 
cargo tank had bulged out as much as 0.5 
metres at some places. The cargo had to be 
unloaded from the No.4 starboard tank and 
voyage continued to a Mediterranean port. 
After unloading, the vessel was gas freed and 
dry docked for repairs. Apart from the repair 

From the details provided and your 
knowledge about the IG system, please 
provide answers to the following 
regarding this case study:- 
1. What is the normal lifting pressure set 

for PV valve on a chemical/product 
tanker?

2. How can the PV valve lifting pressure 
be tested?

3. What is reason for such a small 
pressure causing an enormous 
damage?

Thank you readers for the large number of feedback and responses on the previous case study.  
Here’s a compilation of the answers received: 

Responses for “Lapse During Lubricating Oil 
Bunkering”: Issue 27 (October 2014) 

1. What will be the correct method of 
receiving bunkers when multiple grades 
are received in bulk?
As per the company procedures the correct 
method for receiving multiple grades of 
lubricating oil are as follows. 
a. Mutual verification of correct connection 

of barge hose with ships manifold to 
be established between bunker barge 
officials and Ship board Chief Engineer, 
prior bunkering starts.  Verification of 
both barge tank and ships tank has to 
be confirmed after the hose connection.

b. Even though one grade of lubricating 
oil is being received, the same mistake 

cost, the vessel was off-hire for almost 
a month.

Conclusion: Though the ship staffs 
are aware of the PMS and interval 
of maintenance, it is imperative to 
use one’s diligence and knowledge to 
assess the requirement of maintenance 
on equipment based on actual working 
conditions and environment. It may not 
be sufficient to follow PMS as stipulated 

without actually verifying the condition and 
working of the equipment. Frequent operation 
of the PV valves with manual handle (taking 
adequate safety precautions) could have 
prevented such an incident. 

S.Viswanathan, Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

can happen if barge hose is connected 
with wrong shipboard tank and same 
procedure should be carried out.

c. Never compromise with the company 
procedures and never allow running two 
grades of oil simultaneously. This can lead 
to confusion and may become difficult for 
the ship staff to monitor the operation.

2. Can we use lubricating oil mixed with 
different grades for equipment?
No we can’t use one type of lubricating oil to 
different machineries nor mix the lube oil for 
various equipment.
a. Lubricating oil is specially designed for 

each and every machinery depending on 
its working conditions and accordingly, 
suitable properties are assigned. Like 
cylinder oil have a high TBN number 
(Total Base Number) in order to tackle 
the acidic corrosion of liner while 
combustion is taking place inside the 
combustion chamber. In the main engine 
system oil, load bearing properties are 
taken care of.

b. If we mix two different lubricating oils, 
then that will be incompatible and can 
lose all its properties. So the mixed oil 
won’t function and can further lead to the 
damage and failure of the machinery. 

* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and 
lessons learnt through this case study. Please send your responses to 
samundraspirit@samundra.com.

Cargo Tank Damage While Loading
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Capt. V. R. Krishnan
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Reduced Manpower For Megaships

Exactly forty years ago, in 1974 I was joining  
sea as a deck cadet . It was a General Cargo 
ship of about 12000 DWT  with  five  cargo 
holds. The old lady was 32 years old and 
was DC powered. There was no Engine 
Control Room and the Engineers manned 
the Engines 24 x 7 and had only a bench 
placed near the local control station where 
they would sit for a while in an open and 
noisy engine room. The ship’s complement 
had over 60 personnel to operate it. 

Subsequently, as a cadet, I was also fortunate 
to be part of a delivery team to take over a 
gearless bulk carrier of 129740 DWT from 
Hiroshima in Japan. This ship became the 
largest UMS (Unmanned Machinery Space) 
class vessel in the Indian Shipping fleet at 
that time. I remember flying out in an Air 
India plane from Mumbai to Tokyo en-route to 
Hiroshima which was (with bit exaggeration!)  
half occupied by our Ship’s complement who 
also travelled with me for the delivery of the 
ship from IHI shipyard. 

Over the years, as I gradually moved up the 
ladder as a deck officer, I realised that the 
sizes of ships were growing the world over 
and conversely the crew complement was 
dwindling. As recession began to set in to the 
shipping industry, ship-owners and managers 
had to reduce their operating costs and 
the first reduction in that direction was the 
slash  in manpower. By eliminating excess 
manpower, they came to the optimum strength 
required to man and run their ships efficiently 
and safely. Today, most ships hauling large 
volumes of cargo are manned and operated 
by a complement of 20 to 25 personnel at the 
most which is almost one third of what it was 
decades ago. Traffic density in the world’s 
waters also began to grow exponentially. 

I vividly remember about two of the largest 
tankers built namely “Globtik Tokyo” and 
“Globtik London” which operated in the late 
seventies were of 483950 DWT capacity with 
a length of 380 metres and beam of 62 metres 
and drawing 28.2m water when fully loaded. 
Unfortunately these ships did not have a long 
lifespan. The quest for building and operating 
megaships has always challenged man. 

When container ships began to operate in 
the mid 50s they carried less than 60 boxes 
(containers).

The ingenuity and entrepreneurship of Mr. 
Malcolm McLean saw the transformation of 
the box-ship industry into a global trading 
option. We have seen container ships of 
various generations ranging from 1st to 7th 
and thereafter have almost lost count as their 
sizes began to grow. 

Like the growth of mega container ships, bulk 
carriers, oil tankers, LPG, LNG and passenger 
vessels also have seen growth in their sizes 
over the years. The quest to build more and 
more megaships has endeared man to new 
challenges to transport goods over the seas. 
Man has ventured to bigger, wider and deeper 
draught vessels over the years in the quest 
for economising on scale by carrying more 
and more cargo on board these megaships 
and thereby justifying a reduction in operating 

costs by saving fuel costs that would otherwise 
be incurred in multiple hauls. 

Today we have the VLGC (Very Large Gas 
Carriers), ULLNGC (Ultra Large LNG Carriers), 
VLOC (Very Large Ore Carriers), VLPV (Very 
Large Passenger Vessels) and UL RoRo (Ultra 
Large Roll-on Roll-off) ships plying the waters 
of the seven seas. 

The lure to build larger ships has proved 
irresistible for man, however there is always 
the concern for the ship owner or operator or 
managers of these megaships for their safe 
operation. 

More on these mega ships in our next issue.

VLCV – “CSCL Globe”

VLOC – “Vale Brasil”
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SIMS Ex-cadets Joined ESM-Managed Fleet During the 
Fourth Quarter

3O Abhishek Kumar 
Patel

DNS 8

3O Rajgopal Chittayil
Sukumaran 

DNS 7

3O Emil Abraham 
DNS 8

3O Adith Udaya 
Sujatha 
DNS 7

3O Jinto Dominic 
DNS 8

3O Akhil Nath
Sudheendranath 

DNS 8

3O Prince Kumar 
Mishra 
DNS 9

3O Abhinay Varikottu
Chalil 
DNS 9

3O Vishnu 
Kannariparambil

Sukumaran
DNS 7

3O Sarfaraj Khan 
DNS 10

3O Moby Varghese 
DNS 9

3O Srinivasa Kumar
Mylapalli 
DNS 9

3O Pradip Shridhar
Kamath 
DNS 9

3O Vineesh Kunnoth 
DNS 9

3O Ajaybir Singh 
Waraich 
DNS 10

4E Jai Badahur 
Singh 

GME 10

3O Jasmeet Singh 
DNS 9

3O Akshay Thuwal 
DNS 9

3O Mohammed 
Rameez 
DNS 8

3O Anuj Garg 
DNS 11

3O Sreekanth Edavalath 
Gangadharaillam

DNS 7

4E Athul Areekkara 
GME 10

4E Rahul Ravindran 
GME 10

3O Rajeev Nair 
DNS 9

Mr. Craig Johnston, Senior Manager 
Defence from the Hong Kong office of 
GARD P&I club made an interesting 
presentation to the ESM senior officers at 
Lonavala in November, 2013 on operational 
risk, company culture and accident 
investigation - and how lessons learned 
from previous incidents can help in risk 
mitigation.

During his presentation, Mr. Johnston 
explained the difference between perils and 
hazards, talked about the factors contributing 
to accidents and explained how a culture of 
safe behaviour can be developed. 

A peril is an event which may cause a loss to 
occur, e.g. stranding, collision, contact with 
floating objects, and heavy weather damage. A 
hazard is a condition which may cause a peril 
to occur or make the loss more severe.

Accidents are caused by complex sequence 
of events most of which are related to 
human behaviour, such as poor judgements, 
misunderstandings, failure of communication, 
and failure to follow prescribed standards, etc. 
The solutions suggested usually are better 
procedures or additional training. Procedures 
are necessary but not every situation can 
be fully regulated and procedures are often 
ignored. In most cases, failure to follow 
procedures are the results of wrong individual 
attitudes.

Attitudes are strongly influenced by leadership 
& expectations, the way you are taught to do 

Risk Management the job and behaviour that is rewarded. Safe 
behavior is not determined by procedures and 
training alone, but by leadership which drives 
right behaviour and nurtures a culture of safety 
and innovation.

Having looked at the contributory causes of 
incidents, Mr. Johnston explained that proper 
risk management enhances safety and can 
help us to avoid serious accidents. 

Risk management is about increasing safety 
by identifying and analyzing what and where 
something can go wrong, minimizing the 
probability for it to occur and ensuring that you 
can reduce its consequences. 

Risk Management is also about increasing 
safety by learning from previous accidents 
and near-misses, increasing one’s situational 
awareness and increasing safety by mitigating 
the risk by establishing safety barriers. 

Mr. Johnston concluded his presentation 
with a brief explanation of the “Swiss Cheese 
Model” of barriers in preventing accidents. 
He emphasized that it was necessary to put 
in place multiple barriers as each barrier had 
gaps or holes and how the removal of a barrier 
for operational reasons requires strengthening 
of others to ensure that accidents do not take 
place. 

Establishing Safety Barriers to Mitigate Risk

Mr. Craig Johnston
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Capt. Darryl Pereira
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Near Miss at Barranquilla, 
Colombia
This event had unfolded some years ago at 
Barranquilla, Colombia. I was commanding  
a handysize bulker and we had just finished 
part discharge of some cargo at this port. 

Prior leaving the berth, the pilot came on 
board, and we cast off all lines and had an 
uneventful start for this river passage of about 
twelve miles. As soon as we got steerage 
way, we cast off our two tugs and started 
proceeding outwards. The vessel was on hand 
steering with both steering motors running. 
The bridge consisted of a pilot, 3rd officer, and 
an AB who was  hand steering and me. The 
vessel was on a course of 300 deg (T) and on 
half ahead. The pilot then called for a change 
of course and said to steer 190 deg (T).  The 
AB immediately gave hard-a-port without 
thinking about it. Then a few seconds later 
the pilot corrected himself and said steer 290 
deg (T), immediately the AB kept the wheel 
on amidships but the rudder angle indicator 
still showed 35 deg to port.  We heard the AB 
shouting that the steering was not working. 
Immediately, we reduced speed to a minimum 
but both the AB and the 3rd officer next to him 
developed cold feet and did not know what 
to do next about the steering. I rushed to the 
steering console and immediately changed 
the tele-motor system, but the rudder angle 
indicator still showed the same status.  

However, I then realized that the vessel 
had not gone to port at all, in all probability, 
the rudder indicator was not working. We 
gave 10 deg to starboard and the vessel 
immediately started moving to starboard, 
but the indicator remained stationary in the 
same position! 

By this time, we  had moved  to a place 
where we could anchor so we gave an astern 
moment, took all way off and then anchored. 
The Chief Engineer went on to check the 
system and confirmed that the  transmitter 
which was giving signal to all the repeaters 
on the bridge had got burnt and there was 
no spare  on board. He however assured 
that all steering systems were working well.  
As a navigator we all know how essential 
these indicators are for the safe navigation 
of the vessel as Master as well as pilot 
and duty officers keep a good check on 
them to ensure that the steering orders are 
being followed properly and promptly by the 
helmsman.

Although we managed to somewhat convince 
the pilot that the steering was working well, 
he was understandably extremely reluctant 
to take the vessel further up the river in 
that condition. After much discussion we 
worked out a unique mitigating system that 

we thought could be the best practical solution 
under the circumstances. The steering order 
was given to the AB while the cadet stood  next 
to him. The cadet would convey this order by 
phone to a person stationed in the steering 
gear room. That person would acknowledge 
the order and when rudder actually came to 
that particular angle he would confirm it to the 
bridge which was then repeated to the pilot. A 
dry run of this system was tried out with the 
pilot  for some time before he allowed us to  
pick up anchor and proceeded outward without 
any incident.

Lesson Learnt:
A huge learning from this near miss was that 
all officers/ ratings of the bridge team should 
know  what action to take in case the steering 
fails and should swiftly be able to do what is 
required in times of emergency. If only one 
steering motor is on first switch on the second 
steering motor. If it still doesn’t work, then 
change the tele-motor system. If it still doesn’t 
work, switch to non follow up system, and if all 
that fails then only use the emergency steering.

With some investment of time and practice 
during peaceful times, such knowledge can be 
key to preventing a navigational mishap. 

4E Harnoor Singh 
GME 12

4E Abhishek 
Raveendran Sakunthala 

GME 9

4E Anto Augusthy 
GME 11

4E Bikramjeet Singh
GME 10

4E Nikhil Surendran 
GME 11

4E Sujay Suresh
GME 12

4E Shrikant Sambhaji
Bhosale 
GME 10

4E Parveen 
Kumar

GME 12

4E Rajesh Kumar 
GME 10

4E Jatinder Singh
GME 10

4E Pankaj Bhutani 
GME 12

4E Sumit Kalkal 
GME 9

4E Romil Ravindra 
GME 10

4E Navrishi Kant 
Sharma
GME 11

4E Rakesh Satrughna
Barman 
GME 11

4E Agnel Leyon Thattil 
GME 12

4E Shailesh Kiran 
GME 12

4E Niranjan Kedambadi 
Vasu

GME 7

4E Raki Sharma
GME 11

4E Somesh Kumar 
GME 10

4E Regan Rajendran 
GME 10

4E Vignesh Rajalinga
Raja 

GME 10

4E Sanju Xavier 
Kuzhuveli
GME 10
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SIMS and the Historical 
Monuments – Bhaja Caves
Samundra Institue Of Maritime Studies, 
situated in a heritage of beautiful hill 
station - Lonavala. There are many tourist 
places for all age groups, starting from 
amazing hills, cool resorts, temples and 
historical caves.

Being a Mumbaite, I had visited Lonavala 
many times but was unaware of the existence 
of historical places over here. Thanks to 
the year I stayed in SIMS, that I had this 
opportunity to visit different places and get 
precious knowledge regarding our vast Indian 
history.
 
It has only been a few months past the heavy 
monsoon and the freezing winter had begun. 
On one of such chilling Sundays our urge to 
explore Lonavala started. Since Lonavala is 
extremely beautiful during the monsoons, we 
had covered most of the picturesque places 
then itself. So our quest for next place began. 
Around the same time, while reading the 
Samundra spirit about the beautiful journey to 
Lohagad, one name in particular caught our 
attention & that was “Bhaja Caves”, which was 
not yet seen by us.

Before actually visiting the caves, we tried to 
find as much information as possible. As we 
started collecting these pieces of information, 
our excitement of reaching the place and 
going back to that era increased. Bhaja caves 
are rock cut caves established in the 2nd 
century by king Ashoka. He was the first king 
to embrace Buddhism in the Western Deccan 
plateau of the southern India. These caves are 

amongst the earliest rock cut monasteries 
of monks following Buddhism.

As per the decided Sunday, we 
wanderers started off from 

SIMS out of the first open 
gate. Few minutes 

of waiting 
for the 

rickshaw, some kilometers (6.6km), changing 
of transport and there we were at the location! 
It took us about 40 minutes to reach due to 
slight traffic. The caves being 400 feet above 
the Bhaja village, climbing the 165 stairs was a 
breathtaking task.

The photo-maniacs started showcasing their 
skills by clicking some pictures of nature, for it 
truly seemed as if the Gods had placed each 
tree & each mountain on the right spot. The 
freezing fog with the warm sunshine made the 
complete view like golden dust sprinkled all 
over.

The site is listed as a protected monument by 
the Archaeological survey of India. A paltry 
ticket fee did not do justice to the first look of 
the Bhaja caves.

As we entered the Bhaja caves, we were 
astonished to see the architecture of 2000 
years old structure which can beat any of the 
new ones. There were 22 rock cut caves where 
almost 46 monks resided. The most prominent 

excavation was its Chaityagrha (Cave XII), 
demonstrating wooden architecture and a 
vaulted horseshoe ceiling. 

The chaitrya had unique reliefs from Indian 
mythology. Other caves had a nave and aisle, 
with an apse containing a solid stupa and the 
aisle circling round the apse. The entrance 
of the hall was completely open. The facade 
of the chaityagrha was highly decorated and 
presented a glimpse of a 2nd century B.C. 
wooden architecture.

The place felt very holy and peaceful, as 
if the monks were still there in their deep 
meditation. We saw around eight inscriptions 
in the caves, some giving the name of the 
donors. The sculptures featured elaborate 
headdress, garlands, and jewelry; that might 
have originally been painted in bright colors 
but later covered with plaster. 

Cdt. Pranav Ambetkar and
Cdt Abhishek Dangre
GME 17
SIMS, Lonavala

Bhaja Caves
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Many caves with its age and the impact of 
heavy rains have been damaged, thus burying 
much of the history and culture with it. In spite 
of this, we found many broken animal figures. 
We continued to explore more of it and found 
that each cave had its own significance. For 
instance, Cave VI was an irregular Vihara and 
had two cells on each side and three on the 
back side. This vihara belonged to Bodhia 
ploughman’s wife, which was inscribed on the 
cell door. Cave XIII had many stone benches, 
square windows and stone beds in the cells.

Cave XIX was a monastery with a verandah 
(a Buddhist monastery that also contained 
a residence hall for the monks.) Two doors 
from the verandah lead to the hall; they were 
flanked by lavishly bejeweled Dvarapalas. 
The verandah of this monastery had two 
famous sculptural reliefs. One depicted a royal 
personage attended by two women, driving in 
a chariot driven by four horses, which tramples 
on a demonish figure. The person in royal 
attire has been identified by some as Sun God 
Surya. To the left of the door is depicted a 
person driving an elephant carrying an Ankusa 
(elephant goad), with attendants carrying 
a banner and spear. The figure has been 
identified by some as Indra, the king of God.

The cave also provides important proof 
regarding the history of the Tabla, an Indian 
percussion instrument, since carvings from 
200 B.C. show a woman playing tabla and 
another performing a dance. 

A notable part of the monument was a group 
of 14 stupas, five inside and nine outside an 
irregular excavation. The stupas are relics of 

resident monks, who died at Bhaja, and display 
an inscription with the names of three monks, 
Ampinika, Dhammagiri and Sanghdina. One 
of the stupa shows Stavirana Bhadanta; which 
means the venerable reverend inscribed on it. 
The stupa particulars show the name of the 
monks and their respective titles. The stupas 
have been carved very elaborately and two of 
them have a relic box on their upper side.

Our interests towards the simple and peaceful 
way of living of these monks rouse as we 
discovered innumerable places within the 

caves. All the caves had one thing in common: 
its fresh water ponds and decent level of 
maintenance. The water fountains, as we 
were told, provide water to the village below. 
To our marvel, we discovered a well almost 4 
feet deep having crystal clear water. Golden 
rays falling into the water was indeed a 
mesmerizing view.

As time passed, the caves started getting 
crowded with tourists from all over the 
world. We met one of the foreigners, Artur S 
Bucharest from Romania, who told us more 
about the place. He was on his 2nd trip to 
India and had visited 60% of the historical 
place here. To our surprise, he knew much 
more about the caves history than any of us. 
We had an exchange of knowledge about the 
caves and other surrounding places. 

Time flew by and the sun had now almost 
passed overhead. As authorities haven’t made 
any arrangements for food, water or washroom 
over the top of caves, we had to start our 
descent. So after a very eventful and learning 
experience, we all decided to bid adieu to 
the place after giving our final regards to the 
monks and a big salute to the cave builders.
 
The visit unknowingly gave us certain kind of 
inner peace. A feeling of proud arouse within 
us for shouldering such a vast, intellectual and 
respected history. 

Once Buddha was asked: “What have you 
gained from meditation?” he replied “Nothing 
at all. But what I lost is Anger, Anxiety, 
Depression, Insecurity, Fear of Old, Age and 
Death” 

Chaityagrha (Cave XII)

Pillar carvings

Wall carvings of Surya

Wall carvings of Indra
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Crossword Puzzle

Across
4.  I give ship its directions
7.  I am communication equipment used between bridge and engine 

room regarding speed control of main engine
10.  My job is to supply pressurised fresh water
13.  I step up or step down voltage
14.  I am a device used to measure viscosity of fuel oil
16.  I am device used to control superheated steam temperature in 

boiler
17.  I control the fuel as per load
18.  I am the one behind moving the rudder
20.  I am red in color and can collapse the fire triangle
21.  My job is to detect the objects in the surroundings
23.  My job is to supply cylinder lubrication oil
24.  I am the device use to measure salinity of fresh water
25.  I compress air using main engine exhaust gas
27.  I am the one with webs and journal bearings
28.  I am type of seal
30.  I help generating your basic need
31.  I am the machine used for mooring while berthing the ship

Down
1.  My job is to purify fuel oil
2.  I have combustion space and piston reciprocated inside me
3.  I prevent leakage along a rotating shaft
5.  I find the true north
6.  I supply air, I come in stages
8.  I am pump used to create vaccum in ‘FWG’
9.  When I am off, the ship go in dark
11.  I am the one, who cools one by heating the other
12.  My job is to generate steam
15.  My job is to burn waste onboard
19.  I am used to amplify the signals
22.  I am mesh that prvents a mess
26.  If something is lost, I am where u should search
29.  I wear a crown and I also got a skirt

Cdt. Pranav Ambetkar
Cdt. Jyoti Prakash
GME-17
SIMS, Lonavala

Who Am I?

Across: 4. RUDDER  7. TELEGRAPH  10. QUILLS  13. TRANSFORMER  14. VISCOMETER  16. ATTEMPERATOR  17. GOVER  18. RAM  
20. EXTINGUISHER  21. RADAR  23.HYDROPHORE  24. SALINOMETER  25. TURBOCHARGER  27. CRANK 28. LIP  30. FWG  31. WINCH

Down: 1. PURIFIER  2. LINER  3. GLAND  5. GYRO  6. COMPRESSOR  8. EJECTOR  9. GENERATOR  11. HEATEXCHANGER  12. BOILER  
15. INCINERATOR  19. AMPLIFIER  22. FILTER  26. BILGE  29. PISTON

Answers

1 2

65

10

12

18

21

27

2423

22

25

30

31

26

28 29

20

16

17

13

11

3 4

987

19

1514



The Song Of A Sailor
The lines I pen, it’s a Sailor’s song.
Pardon me mates, if I go wrong.
If not a Sailor; then relax and sit tight.
For as you read through, you may excite!

You may think, our life’s bonded, but we are so free,
Many dream of witnessing, everyday what we see.
Judge us not from your little land and trees’
We are the ruler! We rule the seas.

The real adventure begins as we leave the shore,
“Goodbye and  See you soon!” 
when the mighty engine’s roar.
The lady has sailed, she has been set in the motion.
Now, nothing to stop her, not even the mighty ocean.

People often wonder;
With nothing around, life’s not safe and secure,
SAFETY FIRST! All comes second, 
that’s what sailors assure.
We don’t take chances, not even slight,
We start to finish and do it right.

We are determined and  with will so strong.
We never panic when things go wrong.
When the commons tremble on the firm ground,
Sailors stand firm in all ups and down.

We tread the oceans, the seas and the bay.
As we cross the equator and celebrate the day.
You cross few ridges and in amazement you gaze.
Thrill for us, is passing trough Panama and Suez.

Do we miss our family? Oh yes we do.
But when we are home, it’s only for you.
We leave our family to join the other.
But we come home free. No work to bother.

So much we risk, is it all in vain?
What others earn in a year, in half we gain.
All of this,  with the world to roam around.
Now tell me, who’s free and who’s bound?

This is our life of pride and valour!
Proud I am, I am a Sailor!
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SIMS cadets once again proved their mettle 
by dominating the Lonavala run – 2014 
organized by INS Shivaji in connection 
with the Navy week celebration on 30th 
November 2014. Cadets of Samundra 
Institute dominated the proceedings by 
bagging as many as 6 prizes in the top 10.

Cadet Tadak Nalo of B.Tech 02 created a hat-
trick of sorts by coming first in the 7kms run 
for the third time in row. He had won the race 
in the years 2012 and 2013 as well. Cadet 
Nalo, participating in the open category run 
for seven kilometres, beat his competitors 

The faculty and staff of Samundra 
institute, Lonavala once again played 
role-models to the cadets proving that 
when it comes to results, what matters 
most is hard work and dedication more 
than talent. 

The stage was set for a fierce limited over 
match between the staff and cadets on 29th 
November 2014 in the sprawling lawns of 
Samundra Oval. The cadets were guilty of 
taking the veterans for granted and being 
complacent on the field which helped the 
staff to amass a decent total of 44 runs in 
the stipulated eight overs. The target was 

Navy Week Run

Cricket Match Between 
Staff and Cadets

comprehensively, winning by a handsome 
margin of over 150 meters. The prestigious 
event saw the participation of over 1500 
enthusiastic middle distance runners, both 
professional and amateur.

Cadet Anshul Kumar of DNS 18 stood third 
while cadets Akram Khan (DNS 18), Akash 
Kaushik (B.Tech 02), Ajin Jose (GME 17) and 
Praveen (GME 18) also did institute proud by 
featuring in the top 10 list. Commodore G. 
Srinivasan, Commanding Officer INS Shivaji, 
distributed the prizes for the winners.

Annual inter-house cross country 
championship was flagged off on 
31st October 2014 in SIMS Lonavala 
campus. The race as usual was taken 
up seriously by the cadets who were 
seen practicing long hours during the 
run up to the race. The sunny weather 
of October complemented the undying 
spirit of the participants and a quality 
race was in the cards.

Cadet Tadak Nalo of B.Tech 02 for the 
fourth time in a row took the top prize 
beating Cadet Anshul Kumar of DNS 18 to 
the finish line.  Cadet Udhaykar Sharma of 
DNS 18 bagged the bronze in a race which 
saw the fortunes of the top contenders 
changing at every lap. 

Mr. Prakash Pangare won the gold medal 
in the mini cross-country race for the SIMS 
staff, pushing Mr. Sandip Garud and Mr. 
Amit Dalvi to second and third positions 
respectively. 

Capt. V R Krishnan once again proved his 
mettle by coming first in the 1.5 km walk for 
the SIMS staff, edging out Mr. P V Dinesan 
and Mr. Uday Madake for the silver and the 
bronze. All the participants were cheered 
and egged on by the spectators who had 
turned up in large numbers making the 
event a grand success.

Annual 
Inter-House 
Cross-Country 
Championship 
(SIMS Marathon)

still very much within the reach of cadets, who, 
to say the least, were in a far better physical 
shape than the staff. 

But a few overs in to the game, things took a 
dramatic turn. Catches were up on offer which 
the tried and tested veterans of the staff cricket 
team grabbed with ease. The batsmen were 
tied down with a very tight line and length 
which eventually made them take risks. The 
staff, with a fine display of aggressive batting, 
disciplined bowling and agile fielding, won 
by a healthy margin of 14 runs and were the 
worthy holders of the trophy at the end of a 
very entertaining day of cricket.

SIMS Cadets Once Again Reign Supreme



Visitors’ Comments 
Fourth Quarter, 2014

An impressive campus dedicated to providing an environment to experience and learn to the highest 
standard. There can be no doubt that the cadets and trainees will be very well equipped to 

work and lead in the future.
Mr. Neale Rodrigues
Associate Director

The Britannia Steam Ship Insurance Association Limited

Very impressive – Values, Vision and Mission. That all goes together for future excellence.
Mr. Asger S. Lauritsen

Senior Vice President and Head of Technical Department
NORDEN

The conference and school were amazing. The accommodation were totally thrilling.
George Redmon

Marine Vetting Specialist
Dow Chemical

A pleasant experience. The facilities were amazing.
Mr. Dheeraj Sharma

Technical Performance Manager
United Arab Chemical Carriers

It was a pleasant experience. A very good institute.
Capt. Julius Rodrigues

Head of Commercial Operations
UACC 

A fine interaction on leadership with ESM.
Vice Admiral SCS Bangara (Retd)

Happy New Year 2015!
Samundra Spirit’s Editorial Team wishes 

you a very safe and happy New Year.




